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India is my country. All Indians are my brothers and sisters. I love
my country, and I am proud of  its rich and varied heritage. I shall
always strive to be worthy of it.
I shall give my parents, teachers and all elders respect, and treat
everyone with courtesy.
To my country and my people, I pledge my devotion. In their well-

being and prosperity alone lies my happiness.

Jana-gana-mana-adhinayaka, jaya he

Bharata-bhagya-vidhata.

Punjab-Sindh-Gujarat-Maratha

Dravida-Utkala-Banga

Vindhya-Himachala-Yamuna-Ganga

Uchchala-Jaladhi-taranga.

Tava shubha name jage,

Tava shubha asisa mage,

Gahe tava jaya gatha,

Jana-gana-mangala-dayaka jaya he

Bharata-bhagya-vidhata.

Jaya he, jaya he, jaya he,

Jaya jaya jaya, jaya he!



Perface

The Standard X English coursebook of the Equivalency Programme has been

specifically created for those who come back to complete their schooling after a

break. We know that you are no longer young persons, sitting in a tenth year

school classroom. You may be in different stages of  adulthood, with much wider

experience, and facing the day to day challenges of life. Some of you have come

back to your studies after long years, even after retirement! We wish to welcome

you to the wonderful world of learning English.

We know that you have higher levels of  understanding and wider experiential

knowledge than the regular school going students. This has made us choose texts

and activities that suit your level of  knowledge and experience. You already

know some English, and you can learn more at any time. There is a belief that

English is difficult to learn, particularly after reaching adulthood. This is not

true. It is never too late. We have made it easy for you to learn the language, and

you can use this book to learn English even without a teacher. But, of  course you

will have teachers to help you, but the responsibility of learning is totally on you.

We have included short texts of  different kinds in each lesson, followed by

activities for learning new words, to learn grammar and to use English for day to

day needs. The activities are from familiar contexts, and you can do them

individually or with classmates. The reading texts include stories, poems and

extracts from newspapers, blogs and online articles.  These are built around topics

related to the social and cultural life in our country. Each unit ends with a revision

test. Do not feel bad if  you make mistakes. We can learn a language only through

making mistakes and then correcting them.

We wish you all success in your studies, career and life. Remember to go beyond

this English coursebook, read simple books in English, listen to English videos

and audio, keep a diary in English and write something every day, and more

importantly, practice speaking in English with friends.

Dr. P S Sreekala

Director

Kerala State Literacy Mission Authority
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CONSTITUTION OF INDIA

Part IV A

Fundamental Duties of Citizens

Article 51 A

Fundamental Duties: It shall be the duty of every citizen of India.

(a) to abide by the Constitution and respect its ideals and Institutions, the National

Flag and the National Anthem;

(b)  to cherish and follow the noble ideals which inspired our national struggle for

freedom;

(c) to uphold and protect the sovereignty, unity and integrity of India;

(d) to  defend the country and render national service when called upon to do so;

(e) to promote harmony and the spirit of common brotherhood amongst all the people

of India, transcending religious, linguistic,  regional or sectional diversities; to

renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of women;

(f) to value and preserve the rich heritage of our composite culture;

(g) to protect and improve the natural environment including forests, lakes, rivers,

wildlife and to have compassion for living creatures;

(h) to develop the scientific temper, humanism and the spirit of inquiry and reform;

(i) to safeguard public property and to abjure violence;

(j) to strive towards excellence in all spheres of individual and collective activity so

that the nation constantly rises to higher levels of endeavour and achievements.

(k) who is a parent or guardian to provide opportunities for education to his child or,

as the cause may be, ward between ages of six and fourteen years.
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Unit 2

WWWWWAYS OF ENSURINGAYS OF ENSURINGAYS OF ENSURINGAYS OF ENSURINGAYS OF ENSURING

English X

Let’s begin

Say whether the following statements are true or false

1. Dolls are girls’ toys T/F

2. Boys should not cry T/F

3. Girls are not weak T/F

4. Boys should have better food T/F

5. Women can be good leaders T/F

Write a short paragraph describing what the children in these pictures are doing

on the lines in the next page.

35
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Remember to use the tense forms you learned in Unit 1

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

We often think that some qualities are related to men and some others to

women. For example, some of us think that only girls play with dolls, or that

boys should not cry.

Write in the boxes below qualities you would relate to boys and girls. You can

write one word or more. Write describing words like brave, wise, practical, good

etc.

BOYS GIRLS

Share what you have written with your friend and tell him/her why you have

written so. Look at what s/he has written. Ask him/her to explain why s/he has

written them.

Here is a compliment a father gave to his daughter.

YOU ARE NOT MY DAUGHTER, YOU ARE MY SON!
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What does the father mean? Is what he says positive or negative, a nice thing or

not a nice thing? Discuss with your partner. You can make use of the phrases

below to begin your sentences.

In my opinion...

I think…

I feel…

It is often said that…

It is  generally  believed that…

Write down two sentences from what you discussed.

Language in Use 1

1.1 Read a few lines from the poem “An Introduction”by Kamala Das

An Introduction

Then … I wore a shirt and my

Brother’s trousers, cut my hair short and ignored

My womanliness.

Dress in sarees, be girl

Be wife, they said. Be embroiderer, be cook,

Be a quarreller with servants. Fit in. Oh,

Belong, cried the categorizers.

(To read the full poem, and to listen to it , visit https://www.poemhunter.com › Poems

› An Introduction)

Words explained

womanliness:  qualities usually associated with women.

embroiderer :  one who does embroidery

quarreller :  one who quarrels

categorizer :  one who puts things into categories , (like ‘good’, and ‘bad’)
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1.2 After reading the poem, discuss the following questions with your friends,

and write the answers down in your notebook.

1. What unusual things did the lady in the poem do?

2. What did she ignore?

3. “Categorizer” means someone who puts things in categories. Who are

the categorizers in the poem?

4. What do the categorizers ask the lady in the poem to do?

5. How do they want her to behave with the servants?

6. Note down three things that a woman is usually expected to follow in

your society. The first one has been done for you.

a. Should not go out alone after dark.

b. ____________________________________________________

c. ____________________________________________________

d. ____________________________________________________

Share with your friend what you have written. Do you agree with them? Do

these strengthen women or hold them back? State your reasons. One sentence

has been done for you as example.

I agree/don’t agree that a woman should not go out after dark because that

takes away her freedom.

1. I…………………………………………………………………………………

2. I………………………………………………………………………………….

3. I………………………………………………………………………………….

because…..................................

as…............................................

since….......................................
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1.3 Read these three stanzas from the poem “Still I Rise”  by Maya Angelou.

You may write me down in history

With your bitter, twisted lies,

You may trod me in the very dirt

But still, like dust, I’ll rise.

Did you want to see me broken?

Bowed head and lowered eyes?

Shoulders falling down like teardrops,

Weakened by my soulful cries?

You may shoot me with your words,

You may cut me with your eyes,

You may kill me with your hatefulness,

But still, like air, I’ll rise

(To read the full poem, and to listen to it, visit www.poemhunter.com/poem/

still-i-rise)

Words explained

twist : change the meaning of facts, distort

trod : (past tense of ‘tread’) –press down or crush with the feet

broken :  defeated

soulful : expressing deep feeling

Still I Rise
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1.4 Now answer the following questions

What kind of a woman do you find in this poem?

Write two sentences to describe her. You can use these words: brave, having

great will power, fighter, determined.

E.g.  She is courageous.

1.

2.

1.5 Let us look at  four kinds of sentences.

1. Statements

This is a happy home.

This is a good book.

We will help you.

There are ripe fruits in the basket.

These sentences are examples of statements. They just present a fact in a plain

manner.

2. Questions

Is this a happy home?

Is this a good book?

Can you help me?

Are there ripe fruits in the basket?

These are questions related to the examples of statements given above. See what

changes have happened in this form. Questions always end in a question mark.

3. Exclamations

What a happy home this is!

What a good book this is!

       What tasty vegetables these are!

       How terrible this tragedy is!

These sentences end in an exclamation mark. They express some strong emotion

like happiness, sadness, pain, anger.
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4. Commands, requests and advice

Move out of my way!

Please shut the front door.

Be careful with that knife.

Keep your hands clean.

These sentences give instructions, make requests, or offer advice. They also make

commands sometimes.

Say whether these sentences are questions or exclamations.

1. How crowded the buses are!

2. Are the buses crowded?

3. Why are they so late?

4. How late they are!

5. Aren’t those birds wonderful!

6. Who will give me a book?

7. How fast he drives his bike!

8. When will the teacher come?

Look at these exclamatory sentences. Choose the appropriate emotion expressed

in each from the options given in brackets.

What tasty vegetables these are! (happiness/pain)

How happy I am today! (anger/joy)

What a wonderful time we had at the park! (happiness/sadness)

How heavily it rains! (wonder/fear)

How unhappy I am today! (joy/sadness)

What a painful injection it was! (happiness/pain)

How hungry I am! (hunger/pain)

What a happy house this is! (happiness/wonder)
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Say what kinds of sentence each of these are:

Please get me a notebook.

Where have you been all these days?

Nandini has to leave the class.

What a beautiful painting this is!

Stop destroying trees.

Manu likes watching movies.

Language in Use 2

2.1 Here are three women who faced many challenges but moved forward in

life, with courage, to achieve their goals.

1. Laxmi Agarwal is an acid attack campaigner.

She was born and brought up in New Delhi.

When she was 15, a man poured acid on her

face because she refused to marry him. She

survived, but her face and body were burned

badly in the acid attack. Although she suffered

a lot, she was brave enough to speak for the

rights of acid attack victims. Today she is the

director of Chhanv Foundation, an NGO which

helps the victims of acid attacks. She received

the International Women of Courage Award

in 2014. Her petition, signed by over 27000 people, convinced the Indian

Supreme Court to regulate the public distribution and availability of acids. 

Laxmi is not only the survivor of acid attack, she is also the hope of all acid

attack victims in the country. Laxmi’s story of struggle and strength is being

made into a Bollywood movie with Deepika Padukone. (beaninspirer.com)

Words explained

campaigner – one who spreads news about a cause

NGO – Non Governmental Organisation

petition – a formal letter to a court of law asking for legal action

convince – make someone understand

survivor – a person who lives on after a difficult experience
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Pause and Reflect

Think of the suffering of a person who has survived an acid attack. In what all

ways will it affect her? What message does Laxmi Agarwal teach us? Discuss this

with your friend and write down a short paragraph on it. 

2. Kalki Subramaniam is an Indian

transgender activist, artist, author, actor

and inspirational speaker. She had  wanted

to be a bold girl since childhood. Her

parents found it difficult to accept her at

first. She founded the Sahodari

Foundation for establishing social,

economic, and environmental justice for

the transgender community in India. Kalki

was one of the major campaigners behind

the Indian Supreme Court’s verdict that made transgender identity legal in

India. She is proud that Tamil Nadu state is the best trans friendly state in

India. She has received many awards for social work, film performances and

literary contributions. “I am not a woman, I am a super woman” says Kalki.

She believes that a woman should be powerful and strong, mentally and

physically. On March 8th 2015, International Women’s Day, Facebook chose

Kalki as one of the 12 inspiring women of the world who uses Facebook as a

platform for community empowerment. (yourstory.com)

Words explained

transgender - persons who feel, identify or act as they do not

belong to the gender  given to them at birth

activist - person who takes part in activities like public

protests, due to strong belief in a cause

inspirational - encouraging

verdict - judgement passed by a court

empowerment - make stronger
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Pause and Reflect

We know there are transgender people around us, who are referred to as the

third gender. This is a large group of people whom we have been ignoring.

Talk to them and understand them more.

3. Shila Ghosh of Kolkata, aged 89, works hard

to take care of her grandson and herself. Most

people retire and stop working by the age of

60 or 65. But Shila, after her only son died,

decided to look after her grandson. She started

selling papads in Kolkata, two hours away from

where she lives. As she cannot walk on her own;

her grandson helps her to get to the spot of

her business. In spite of  her old age, Shila

believes she is strong enough to provide and work for her family. Shila’s story

is inspiring as it simply tells us to have courage and keep going. Her advice is:

“Don’t try to escape it. Face it and deal with it.”  This is a very positive view of

life.

Pause and Reflect

When do you think people should actually retire? Do you know anyone working

hard in old age, to make money to lead a good life? Write a few sentences on

this, and share with your friend.

2.2. Let us do these activities.

1. Given below are quotes of Laxmi Agarwal, Kalki Subramaniam and Shila Ghosh.

Match column who said with the column what.

               who said                           what

Laxmi Agarwal “Why can’t I do it? I’m only 89"

Shila Ghosh “Treat everyone equally”

Kalki Subramaniam “I am not a victim, I am a survivor”
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2. Now complete the three sentences in Box A.

Box A

Laxmi said, “ _________________________________________________”

Shila Ghosh said,“_____________________________________________”

Kalki Subramaniam said, “______________________________________”

Box B

Laxmi said that she was not a victim, she was a survivor.

Shila asked why she couldn’t do that. She was only 89.

Kalki Subramaniam said that we should treat everyone equally.

3. Now compare the sentences in Box A with those in Box B.

4. Which box contains the exact words spoken by the persons? What change

has happened in the next box?

Box A has the exact words and in Box B we have ‘reported’ those words.

5. Underline the verbs in the sentences in the boxes. Note the changes. .

e.g. ‘I am’ becomes “she was”.

       ____________ becomes ____________

       ____________ becomes ____________

2.3 When we report the words someone spoke, all words in the present tense

changes to past tense. Past tense will change into had + past participle (for e.g.

‘went’ will change to ‘had gone’). Look at these examples.

Exact words Reported words

am, is was

have/has had

do/do not (don’t) did/ did not (didn’t)

come came

came had come
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1. Now, note the words used to connect the two parts of sentences in Box A.

(said that, asked why)

2. Choose the correct options from the brackets to complete these five sentences.

a. Suja said, “I don’t like spicy food.”

Suja said that she _____ like spicy food. [didn’t, don’t, doesn’t]

b. Suhra said, “I came here yesterday.”

Suhra said that she ___ there the previous day. [come, had come,

came]

c. Sooraj told Hari, “I will come tomorrow.”

Sooraj told Hari that ____ would come the next day.[he, him, she]

d. “I’m waiting for the bus here”, he said.

He ____ that he was waiting for the bus. [said, asked, requested]

e. “We went out last night”, they said to the police.

They told the police that they ____ out last night. [had gone,gone,

went]

Share with your friend why you have selected the following.

3. Answer these questions, chosing the right answers.

a.  “Where is your friend?” She asked me.

  She asked me _____________

a. where my friend was

b. that my friend was

c. where was my friend

b. “ Where have you spent your money?” She asked him.

               She asked him ________

a. where he had spent his money

b. where he spent his money

c. where did he spent his money

c.  “Does she know Robert?” He wanted to know.

   He wanted to know_______
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a. if she knew Robert

b. if she had known Robert

c. if she would know Robert

d.  “Do you go to the market?” She asked me.

She asked ___________

a. if I went to the market

b. if I had gone to the market

c. if I go to the market

e. Why is she crying?” He asked.

      He asked ___________

a. why she was crying.

b. why was she crying

c. if she was crying.

f. “Have you got a computer?” She asked me.

She asked ____________

a. if I had a computer

b. if I had known a computer

c. if I have a computer

  Now I know

Before reporting a question, change the question into statements.

For e.g: Are you a doctor? ———> You are a doctor

[the subject comes before the verb]

——> Use the question word as connector if it is a ‘Wh’ question.

——> Use ‘if’ as the connector if it is a Yes/No question.

Rewrite as directed.

a. She said to me, “Please help me.”

She requested me to help her.
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b. The teacher said to him, “Do not waste your time.”

The teacher advised him not to _____

c. He said to her, “ Please lend me your car”

He requested her to _____

d. The doctor said to him, “ Avoid unhealthy food.”

The doctor advised him to ______

 Now I know

When commands, requests or suggestions are reported, use the connector

‘to’.

Here is a cartoon. Discuss with your friend and create three sentences spoken by

the woman, and three spoken by the man. Use the direct form.

a. The woman said, “________________________________________________”

b. The woman asked, “_______________________________________________?”

www.flickr.com
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c. The woman complained, “________________________________________!”

d. The man said, “__________________________________________________”

e. The man asked, “________________________________________________?”

f. The man exclaimed, “_____________________________________________!”

Now change these six sentences in to the reported form.

a. The woman said that________________________________________________

b. The woman asked if/why____________________________________________

c. The woman complained that _________________________________________

d. The man said that___________________________________________________

e. The man asked if/why________________________________________________

f. The man exclaimed that______________________________________________

Language in Use 3

3.1 Read the following extract from a blog (online diary) by a self-employed

woman who wishes to live in a world that practises gender equality.

Gender Equality - Make it a Habit!

Gender Equality is something we have

all been talking about for a while now!

It’s strange that even today many

women are not aware of their rights.

Or they have to fight to get what is

rightfully theirs!

Just today, one of my friends was

telling how, in spite of being highly

educated, Kerala’s women are facing

many issues even at home. She was

attending a conference on the same

and was sharing these thoughts! In

fact, most women with education are

unemployed! Has unemployment got

to do anything with violence against

women? Do men feel superior to the

unemployed women at home? Does

merely being a woman make them

vulnerable at the office? Or is it

something else?
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Words explained

gender - man, woman or transgender

rightfully - by law

superior - better than

vulnerable - weak, not safe

security - safety

Pause and reflect

1. What does the author mention in general about the women in

Kerala?

2. Where should gender equality begin?

3. Mention a few things that men and women can do at home to

ensure gender equality.

4. What kind of an environment is best for children?

5. What can we do to treat the other gender as our equals?

It’s high time Gender Equality became a

habit at home and in public spaces. Then

women will no longer have to fight for it

and men won’t be forced to practise it!

But how can this become a habit?

From what I have understood, women

need to realize their strengths and

improve them. And men should realize

the value of women. But how does it

happen? It has to start from home!

Parents have to respect each other as

individuals, share responsibilities and

give each other some personal space.

When children grow up seeing their

parents sharing responsibilities and

not interfering with each other’s space,

they also begin to respect others. Thus,

gender equality becomes  a habit.

The husband will no longer be the only

earning member, and the wife, the

manager of household matters.

Children should grow up in an

environment where both parents work

and share the household work. Then

they will also learn naturally that

respect and freedom should not be

connected to your gender, social status

or financial security. Let us have our

own likes and dislikes, and realize and

accept that each one is different. Then

we become equal. Soon it becomes

natural to treat the other gender as

equal and to expect it in return too!

(https://geethapradeep.wordpress.com/

2017/01/21/gender-equality-make-it-a-

habit/)
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3.1. Plan a Group Discussion on gender equality.

Step 1:  Brain storming

We need to understand a topic before writing. You have to think of the topic and

write down all the ideas that come into your mind. Do this as an individual activity.

Now write down your ideas about the role of man/woman in ensuring gender

equality in society.

1………………………………………………………………………………….....................……..

2………………………………………………………………………………….....................……..

3………………………………………………………………………………….....................……..

4………………………………………………………………………………….....................……..

5………………………………………………………………………………….....................……..

Step 2: Sharing ideas.

Discuss in your group and share your points with your friends. Collect more points

and enrich your ideas.

Step 3: Writing a topic sentence

Now try to write a beginning sentence for your paragraph –

...........................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................
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Step 4: Writing supporting details.

Write a few sentences about the ‘Role of

man/woman in ensuring gender equality.

Remember to use linking words given in the

box.

.................................................................................

...............................................................................

.................................................................................

.......................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................

Step 5: Writing a concluding sentence.

Now think of a suitable concluding sentence for your paragraph.

 ...........................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................

Step 6: Editing using checklist.

 Now evaluate your paragraph with the following checklist

• The paragraph begins with a topic sentence? Yes/No

• Supporting details in the paragraph give more information about the topic

sentence.. Yes/No

 • The paragraph ends with a sentence which sums up the whole idea in the

paragraph. Yes/No

Linkers

Linkers are words that are used to

connect sentences in a paragraph.

They provide a logical sequence

and order to the paragraph. The

common linkers are

First….  secondly…. to begin with

….. Then… however …… finally ….in

addition…... consequently....…

moreover
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 • Each sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with full stop. Yes/No

Step 7: Sharing

• Read your paragraph in groups.

• Modify your writing if necessary.

• Present it before the class as instructed by the teacher.

3.2 Your friend Divya happened to see Shila, the 89 year old woman selling papads.

She made a note of it in her diary that night. Read this diary note. Add a few

more lines.

26 June 2018

I went shopping in the streets of Calcutta today. I saw small boys selling mango

slices, and vendors selling different kinds of vegetables.  But I was struck by a

lady I saw today. She was a very old woman, must be well above 85, and there

she was on the pavement selling papads. She was even older than my mother.

……………………………………………………………………………..................................................

………………………………………………….…………………………………………………......................

………………………………………………….…………………………………………………......................

...........................................................................................................................................
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Look at the diary entry once again and note its features.

Is the date written?

Is the tone formal or informal?

3.3. Write a diary note about today’s class.

3.4.1. You are Narayanan and you had

complained to the bank manager about a

delay linking your Aadhar number with

your bank account. Here is a short email

sent by the bank manager to you. Read it

quickly and underline those parts which

say ‘sorry’! Look at what is given in the

subject box.

To : narayanan@gmail.com

Subject: Delay in linking Aadhar

Dear Mr. Narayanan,

We are very sorry that we couldn’t link your Aadhar number to your bank

account. We regret the delay caused. I promise you that it will be done in

the next working day itself.

Thank you.

Yours sincerely,
Maya Anand

Assistant Manager, SBI Kottayam

Now look at the following email from a student to a teacher saying sorry for not

submitting the assignment on time.

Fill up the blanks using words in the box.

To: ______@gmail.com

Subject: Assignment_________________________________
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Dear teacher,

I am _________  (name), a student of ________________(class). Thank you

for your email informing the *deadline to submit our assignments.I

____________________ that I am unable to submit the assignment on time.

I am ____________ about this lapse on my part. I was down with dengue

fever for the last two weeks. I ___________ you that I will submit it at the

earliest.

Please __________ me. Thank you.

Yours faithfully,

____________________

*deadline means ‘last date’

promise,  repeat, regret, forgive,  pardon,  sorry

Looking Back

I. Read each sentence given below and label it as statement, question,

exclamation, command, request and advice.

a. Did she sing a beautiful song? ______________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________

b. Take an umbrella with you. __________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________

c. Can you cancel the ticket? __________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________________

d. He is living very peacefully. ____________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________________
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e. How beautiful the concert was! ____________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________________

f. Where can I buy some food? ________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________________

g. What a pleasant surprise! __________________________________________

       _______________________________________________________________________

h. Stop making that noise._____________________________________________

       _______________________________________________________________________

i. Do you love your parents?_________________________________________

       _______________________________________________________________________

j. It may rain well this year._________________________________________

       _______________________________________________________________________

k. Hold on tight.____________________________________________________

      _______________________________________________________________________

l. Who is that man?_________________________________________________

      _______________________________________________________________________

m. Silence please. ___________________________________________________

       _______________________________________________________________________
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II. Read the following dialogue and complete the paragraph

Asha : Hi Deepa! How are you?

Deepa : Hi Asha! I’m fine

Asha : Where are you going?

Deepa : I’m going to ABC shopping mall.

Asha : Don’t go there. It’s too expensive

there.

Deepa : So thoughtful of you!

Asha  and Deepa greeted each other. Asha asked her

where_________________ (1) Deepa replied ___________________was going (2)

to the shopping Mall. Asha warned her not to ________________ (3) as it

_____________ too expensive there (4). Deepa replied that it was

_______________  of her (5)

III. Given below is a paragraph which contains some instructions given by the

principal of Sunrise School, Thiruvalla, on the reopening day of the school. But,

some words are missing. Fill the blanks.

Everyone ____________________ (must, can, need) come to school on time. Late

comers __________________ (should, can, could) get written permission from

the Principal to enter the class. Students ______________ (will, dare, must) come

in full uniform every day. They _______________( may, might, shall) play games

in the ground after school hours. The school buildings and classrooms

_______________( can, need, will) to be kept clean and tidy. Any damage caused
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to the school property ________ (should, dare, could) be made good. Wish you a

wonderful year ahead.

IV. Some common notices are given below. Write down what these notices mean

in a sentence.

NO SMOKING
DO NOT PLUCK

FLOWERS
SILENCE
PLEASE!

BEWARE

OF THE DOG

NO
TRESSPASSING

a) b) c)

d) e)
NO

ADMISSION
f)

e.g.a) You should keep silence here

b) .............................................................................................

c) .............................................................................................

d) .............................................................................................

e) .............................................................................................

f) .............................................................................................
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